CFA® Program Prep Courses
@ CK
Level 1, 2 and 3

Overview

Knowledge, discipline, perseverance and working under pressure are skills candidates need, to successfully
prepare and pass CFA® exams. At Capital Knowledge we provide ample opportunities to acquire these skills.
In our prep courses, knowledge is delivered by CFA® charter holders who are also experienced passionate
instructors. Review sessions combine several techniques (lecturing, problem solving and group activities) to
keep the sessions interesting and energy level of the candidates high and to stretch the attention span of hard
working young professionals at the end of long busy working weeks.
In our intensive review courses, discipline and perseverance are emphasized through strict regiment of
piecemeal preparations and home work assignments. Working under pressure and fighting mental and
physical fatigue are practiced through numerous diagnostics tests taken under simulated exam conditions.
Candidates who attend at least 67% of the sessions, submit all homework, take and fail the exam are entitled
to repeat the course for free.

Program Structure:
Prep Courses:
The prep courses for level 1, 2 and 3 cover the full curriculum in 20 training days each. Classes are
held at CK training center on Saturdays between 9AM and 12Noon and 2PM and 5PM. In addition,
3-hour problem solving weekly evening sessions are held to tackle practice exam problems and
review difficult learning outcome statements.

Intensive Courses:
The intensive courses are designed to consolidate the participants’ knowledge of the CFA®
curriculum that they acquired during the Prep Course or by self study and to sharpen their exam
taking techniques. We start the course seven weeks before the exam* and hold classes at a rate of
two training days per week for the first four weeks and one training day per week for the last
three weeks. During the intensive course participants solve, analyze and repeat more than 1250*
practice exam questions.

Follows CFA
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Provider Guidelines
CFA Institute does not endorse, promote, or warrant the accuracy or quality
of the products or services offered by Capital Knowledge. CFA Institute, CFA®
and Chartered Financial Analyst® are trademarks owned by CFA Institute.

Capital Knowledge operates a training institute that focuses on providing benchmark training for professionals in the finance industry. It specializes in
delivering training solutions in the fields of banking, finance, investment, accounting and management. From its headquarter located at the Bahrain
Financial Harbour, it covers Bahrain and the rest of the GCC countries.
25th Floor, West Tower, Bahrain Financial Harbour.
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